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Mr. Roberts Hired to Coach
Football at El Camino Next Year
By Justin Toscano ('14)
SPORTS EDITOR
Mr. John Roberts is leaving to
become the head football coach at El Camino
High School after nearly five years of working
at Saints.
In addition to his coaching position, he will
also be teaching mathematics at El Camino—
the exact math courses are to be determined.
After his recent contract signing, he has
been spending time at El Camino every day
getting to know players, coaches, and faculty
before spring football begins.
“It is a very diverse community,” he said.
“I’ve enjoyed getting to know some of the
people that I’ll be working with next year.”
Mr. Roberts, who teaches and coached
Saints varsity football, also plans to take many
aspects and lessons from Saints and implement them at El Camino.
“The brotherhood at Saints is very difficult to recreate,” said Roberts. “However, I’m
going to try and instill a community aspect to
foster lifelong relationships between my players and students.”
Roberts said that Saints has been very influential in his development as a teacher and
coach, saying that he has been fortunate to
work for such a great institution.
“The faculty and staff are very supportive
here,” said Roberts. “Everyone truly cares for
each other.”
Roberts particularly enjoys the emphasis
on prayer at Saints, noting that he plans to try
to find time for personal prayer at El Camino,
even though it is a public high school.
“It’s nice to be able to pray freely here,
whether it is with my class or as a school comSEE
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Riel Wins ASB
Presidency by 100%
By Michael McRoskey ('14)
EDITOR
It is of no surprise that Bryan
Riel (‘15) won the ASB election for Executive President.
Last Thursday, fourteen candidates for
various executive offices lined up in the
front of a dimly-lit gym, dressed in suit and
tie ready to convince Saintsmen to vote for
them in the election at lunch. This year’s
“I plan to represent my fellow
Saintsmen to the best of my ability and do
everything in my power to lead the 20142015 ASB,” said President Riel ('15).
ASB forum saw drama, humor, and Mrs.
Arnn screaming as the communications
candidates fought to win the most votes,
while others just needed one. Indeed, the
theme this time around seemed to be the
“power of one,” since four candidates ran
unopposed.
One such man is Bryan Riel, who is betSEE

Mr. Roberts will continue teaching Pre-Algebra and Geometry through the rest of
this school year, as Saints considers his successor. Photo by: Michael Patacsil ('15)
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Bryan Riel ('15) makes a clean sweep as
ASB Executive President.
Photo by: Michael Patacsil ('15)

March Madness Lives Up to Saintsmen's Expectations
Annual Fundraising Competition Nets $2,200 for Orphanage, Bracket Challenge Winners Announced
By Michael Cline ('15)
STAFF WRITER
March is perhaps one of the
most enjoyable months on the calendar,
because it plays host to the greatest sporting spectacle of the year. It is a time when
America comes together—regardless of
political ideology or alma mater—to watch
68 of the most talented collegiate basketball programs duke it out for a chance to be
number one.
From brackets, buzzer-beaters and billion dollar contests, March Madness delivers as wildly unpredictable and incredibly
entertaining for any sports fan, and this
year's tournament was special for a multitude of reasons.
At Saints, the school put on another
Hogar Infantil Bracket Challenge, an excellent opportunity for students and staff
to give alms during Lent. Saintsmen purchased a total of 314 brackets, raising much
needed funds for the Tijuana orphanage.
“In total, we raised about $2,200 dollars for Hogar Infantil,” said Mr. Johnston.
Even before the field of 68 was set, one
man was able to make a splash with an announcement that rocked the sporting world.
Billionaire Warren Buffet came forward in

January, claiming he was ready to
give away a billion dollars, 1.56%
of his net worth, to anyone that
filled out a perfect bracket.
One Saintsman who aimed for
the feat with an impeccable bracket
was junior Matt Callahan, and after
the first day, he was off to a perfect
start.
“After the round of 64, the only
incorrect call was Mercer's upset
of Duke,” said Matt.
Besides Matt, many Saintsmen saw their hopes at perfection
dashed a few hours after first tipoff. Dayton's victory over Ohio
State and Harvard's triumph over
Cincinnati were early upsets that
tarnished plenty of brackets.
“Only one word could describe my bracket after the first
day: “'busted,'” said junior Andrew
Quinn.
As for the third round, Dayton Fundraiser coordinator Mr. Sipper congratulates grand prize winner Justin Magbutay ('15).
was able to continue the magic by upset- tinue to upset schools and get to the Elite
Photo by: Michael Patacsil ('15)
ting powerhouse Syracuse, while UConn Eight,” said junior Matt Smith.
ing individual performances. When it was
overcame Villanova.
The Sweet 16, Elite Eight and Final all said and done, UConn and Kentucky
“Even though I'm a Buckeye fan, it was Four rounds saw even more bracket-bust- were the final two remaining.
good to see Dayton, an Ohio team, con- ing upsets, game winning shots and inspirSEE
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Saints Golf Plays Up to Par, Optimistic
By Jacque Paye ('14)
STAFF WRITER
Every Saintsman
has been to a Saints soccer,
football, or basketball game.
But how many have seen our
golfers swinging their way
to victory on the course? The
St. Augustine High School
varsity golf team is—at the
time of print—undefeated in
league matches, has beaten
top programs like defending
Western League champion La
Jolla, and holds an overall 6-4
record.
Coached by Mr. Isaak,
Saints golfers recently tied
Torrey Pines, the five-time
San Diego CIF champion,
and toppled Cathedral at their
Golf team captain Luis Calderon ('14) tees off.
home course, the latest in a season of stellar vitories.
gest tournaments of the season. The team
This year's team is led by senior Luis played three rounds against golfers from
Calderon, who committed to playing golf ten US states and Canada in order to get
next year at CSU Northridge. It also in- ready for the CIF championship. Sophocludes promising underclassmen, like more Teddy Oitzman placed 18th out of
Brandon Michaels, a freshman who has the 240 competitors.
been the low scorer in four of the varsity
Golf is one of the less “traditional”
matches, and Teddy Oitzman, a sophomore sports at Saints because there are few offiwho is currently number two on the team. cial practices. Most golfers train individuOut of forty-one Saints golfers, only five ally at their own courses, coming together
are seniors.
for matches.
“It’s really exciting, because we’re
“Sometimes practicing on my own is
young and we’re playing great,” said Mr. more effective than a group practice, beIsaak, who was a professional golfer for cause I can concentrate without distracten years before coming to Saints.
tions, and I can focus on the portions of my
Mr. Isaak is also optimistic about the game which I know need the most work,”
team’s championship prospects this year.
said Jose Lopez (’16).
“We’ll definitely be going to CIF this
Golf is also unique because it is one of
year,” he said.
the most objective sports there is. If you
The varsity golf team went up to Palm shoot well, you move up automatically,
Springs on April 3 for one of the big- and if you aren’t playing as well, you get
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The Night Rider
By Alexander Danilowicz ('15)
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
A new Saints pop-culture icon
has risen from the ashes of the Intramural
Basketball Championship. Not only did his
team come back to win the championship, but
sophomore Michael Alves left the game with
new identity, thanks to some good-natured
ribbing from announcer Patrick Hagan. After focusing the crowd’s attention on Alves’
“highlighter-colored shorts,” Hagan christened Alves “The Night Rider.”
At lunch, I sat down with The Night Rider
himself to see how he’s adjusting to his newfound celebrity status.
Q: First off, where did you get those
highlighter-colored shorts?
I got the shorts at Ross for $5. They were
the only size 3XL they had. I don't really care
about what I wear anymore so I bought the
shorts.

Photo courtesy of Michael Inzunza
bumped down. The varsity squad is comprised of the five best scoring players, no
questions asked.
Mr. Isaak compared golf to math.
“You either get it right or you get it
wrong,” he said.
But golf is much more than just a high
school sport.
“The best part of golf isn’t that some
of the guys are going to play in college.
Golf is a sport that you’re literally going
to play for the rest of your life. You’re going to meet people that you’ll probably end
up working with. Learning to play golf the
right way can be a career enhancer,” said
Mr. Isaak.
When you golf for Saints, you’re walking around in lush, freshly cut grass, in the
beautiful San Diego sunshine, all while
strengthening your social life and career
prospects. What’s not to like?

SEE
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Michael Alves ('16) is the Night Rider.
Photo by: Michael Patacsil ('15)

Saints Sends Top Athletes to Division I
By Gabe Lopez ('14)
STAFF WRITER

Every year, Saints sends senior
athletes to participate in collegiate athletics
across all divisions. Within this group are several standouts who will be taking their talents
to Division I schools to compete at the highest
level. This year, three senior student-athletes
are prominent: Trey Kell, Kiko Garcia, and
Luis Calderon.
Trey Kell has been the starting shooting
guard on the basketball team since his sophomore year and is now 80th on ESPN’s top 100
high school recruits, making him a highlytouted prospect who earned offers from San
Diego State University, Vanderbilt, Oregon,
and University of Arizona.
Kell ultimately decided to sign with SDSU
and is very excited to be staying in San Diego
for his collegiate career.
“The main factor in my decision was being able to play in front of my family and staying home,” said Kell, the consensus CIF San
Diego Section Player of the Year.
He is certainly optimistic about playing at
San Diego State, which has the 16th ranked
recruiting class this year.
After a stellar basketball career at Saints,
Trey is prepared for the journey that lies ahead.
“My plan is just to work hard and take
SDSU basketball as far as we can go,” he said.
Kell also provided a piece of advice for
underclassmen with dreams of playing at the
collegiate level.
“Just do what makes you happy and don’t
worry about the name of the school. You can
make it anywhere from any school,” he said.
In the world of baseball, Kiko Garcia has
already made a name for himself. After playing on the Little League World Series Championship team from Chula Vista in 2009, Kiko
has performed extremely well throughout
high school. Garcia is the 23rd ranked righthanded pitcher in California and is in the top

100 overall in the state according to Pepperdine’s baseball program.
After three seasons, Garcia has amassed a
19-4 record, 2.20 ERA, and an impressive 153
strikeouts. He also plays club baseball for the
San Diego Show and has played for both the
Red Sox and Royals scout teams.
Garcia committed to Pepperdine University in Malibu, noting that it's s a superb fit for
him.
“I chose to go to Pepperdine because the
coaches really appealed to me and I felt as
though I could easily identify with them,” said
Garcia.
Garcia is excited to play at the next level
and looks forward to becoming one step closer
to his dream.
“I plan on advancing my skill as a pitcher
and becoming more polished. Obviously, the
dream is to be in the MLB and I know that college will be a great experience for becoming
even closer to that dream.”
Luis Calderon, a member of the Saints
varsity golf team, will be attending Cal State
Northridge University next fall. Despite offers from schools including USD, USF, and
Pepperdine, Calderon decided on CSU Northridge because it offers him the best opportunity to gain golfing experience and further
improve on his game. He will be attending on
a full scholarship and with a starting position
on their golf team.
“With golf being an individual sport,” said
Calderon, “I really wanted to make sure I get
experience right away. It didn’t make sense to
go somewhere where I might not play until
my second or third year.”
Along with his ultimate goal of playing
golf professionally, Calderon wants to “take
advantage of the premium facilities and fierce
competition in the Big West.”
“To student athletes trying to get recruited,
SEE
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Trey Kell ('14) will play ball at SDSU next year, several other classmates have committed to join him in the world of collegiate sports. Photo by: Michael Patacsil ('15)
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Academic League Poised for Victory
By Jacob Smart ('15)
STAFF WRITER
What is the Academic
League but a battle between the
greatest minds that schools have
to offer? The Saints teams, which
range from varsity to novice (freshman), have performed exceptionally
well this season under the guidance
of Coach Weber and the captains of
their respective teams, Matthew Kubasak (‘14), Rex Hammock (‘15),
and TG Plein (‘16 ). At the time of
print, the varsity team has an impressive 5-1 record and is preparing for the playoffs, which is by a
stroke of luck because participation
in the playoffs is determined by a
lottery. The one loss to the Saints’
Academic League rival, Coronado
High School, was made even more The Academic League competed for the Championship Title on Tuesday.
Photo by: David Knoll ('75)
bitter by the fact it was only by a margin of
time,
coordinating
the
team
members,
and
Braulio
Castillo
(‘14) in chemistry and art.
one question.
challenging
badly
written
questions,
but
what
Although
the
end of the Academic
The Thursday meets consist of 3-point
defines
us
as
a
winning
team
is
our
ability
to
League
season
is
approaching, the team
toss-up questions that can be buzzed in and
work
together
and
communicate,”
he
said.
shows
great
potential
for the future.
answered by either team, followed by a boMany
members
say
that
the
best
way
to
“As
evinced
by
this
year’s varsity record
nus question that can be worth as high as 5
prepare
for
the
big
event
is
to
quite
simply
and
impressive
JV
and
novice
performances,
points. The bonus questions are made open
pay
attention
in
class.
this
team
has
a
gigantic
amount
of promise,”
to answer by the other team if incorrectly
“I
have
noticed
that
a
lot
of
the
quessaid
senior
Matt
Kubasak.
“I
have
a lot of
answered. Additionally, no penalty is retions
are
based
around
what
we
are
learnfaith
in
our
younger
players
and
the
invaluceived for an incorrect answer, so it is in the
ing
in
school
at
the
time,”
said
junior
Rex
able
leaders
returning
next
year.”
teams’ best interest to guess. When all else
There are going to be some big shoes to
fails and the Saintsmen have no idea of the Hammock. I was able to answer a number of
United
States
History
questions
because
we
fill
next year with the loss of three varsity
answer, they often answer with the last name
had
covered
them
in
class
only
a
few
days
starters
as well as other seniors, but the team
“Smith” a strategy that has proven to be sucearlier.”
feels
confident
that they will be able to build
cessful in the past. Teamwork to get points
The
varsity
team
is
also
largely
built
on
upon
the
successes
of this year and create a
in these meets is critical, especially in close
specialists,
who
are
members
that
possess
a
powerful
program
for
the years to come.
matches as the time is running out.
deeper
understanding
of
a
subject
rather
than
The
Academic
League
invites you to
Senior captain Matthew Kubasak is cona
broad
understanding
of
a
number
of
subcome
help
fill
those
shoes
and
prove that not
fident in the team’s abilities, noting that the
jects.
The
major
specialists
on
the
team
are
only
are
we
the
CIF
Football
Champions,
but
team possesses a strong bond.
Ramon
Reisgo
(‘14)
in
geography
and
hisare
also
the
intellectually
competent
young
“The coach and captains all have important leadership roles strategically managing tory, Jason Gros (‘15) in mathematics, and men we claim to be.
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Continued from Page 1
munity,” he said. “I want to try and continue to
pray consistently.”
Many students will miss Coach Roberts’
class, one that involved singing and dancing
(and pushups) in conjunction with learning
math.
“His creative songs and chants, which
were often blurted out in class, helped me
memorize Geometry formulas,” said junior
Nathan Suarez. “His class was very exciting,
engaging, and worthwhile.”
Like students, Roberts also enjoys and
takes pride in his interactive teaching style.
“My goal is that the chants help students
memorize the formulas for crunch-time situations, but I also have fun singing and dancing
while teaching,” he said.
Coach Roberts’ impact doesn’t stop at the
classroom, but also reaches the football field.
“He supported me through my toughest
times,” said junior lineman Daniel Ramirez.
“He was there for me when others might have
doubted me.”
Coach Sanchez, Head Coach of Saints
varsity football, has been able to rely on Roberts throughout his time at Saints.
“He has been my right-hand man,” said
Sanchez. “He has contributed his great knowledge of the game of football and I have been
able to count on him to make decisions in my
absence.”
More importantly, Sanchez spoke about
Roberts’ ability to better those around him.
“He has been very instrumental in developing Saintsmen,” he said. “His ability to lead
a young group of men has impacted many.”
His upbeat personality is also felt by the
faculty, who confirm that he is as fun to be
around as students claim.
“He’s an enthusiastic and well-spirited
man who will be very missed here,” said Mr.
Greg Hecht, Vice Principal of Academics.
Although he is excited for the future, RobSEE
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Jack Downey On Airplanes, Al-Qaeda, and ASB
By Kyle Meneses ('14)
EDITOR
He is the magician behind the
filming of the ASB video announcements.
He has mastered the art of succeeding in
school without even trying. And he can
navigate the air better than he can navigate
the streets. He is Jack Downey, the Saintsman who can do no wrong. It’s no secret
that Jack has been the cameraman for the
ASB video announcements for quite some
time, but it may not be known that Jack is a
fully licensed pilot.
Q: So Jack, what did you have to do
in order to obtain your pilot’s license?
A pilot’s license requires a number of
prerequisites, including 40 hours of flight
time, many sessions of ground school, and
passing various flight tests. There are three
tests: a multiple choice exam, an oral evaluation, and a flight test. Most people take
about three months to a year to get their license. You need to be at least sixteen years
old to fly solo, and seventeen to obtain a
full license, I only became a private pilot
this past August. It took me about three
years to complete everything.
One of the hardest things to learn for
me personally was crosswind landings.
This is when the wind is coming from a
different heading than the runway. Crosswind landings require perfect coordination
between the rudders, ailerons, and elevator
so that you come in at an angle and land on
one wheel. It’s really cool when done right.
Q: What is the best part about flying
an airplane?
Flying itself is a feeling that cannot be
described in words. It’s really awesome to
do something that less than 0.2% of the
country can do. I can go up pretty much
whenever and fly anywhere the limited
money in my wallet will allow. I usually

fly out of Montgomery
Field
via Gibbs Flying
Service. I don’t
actually own my
own plane, technically I “rent”
them.
Q: Why did
you decide to
get a pilot’s license in the first
place?
When I was a
little kid, I always
dressed up as a
pilot for Halloween. When I saw
an advertisement
for
Microsoft
Flight Simulator,
I added the game
as the #1 item on
my birthday wish
list. Later, in 8th
grade, a flight
lesson was one Downey can legally fly passengers. He flew his brother James ('17) and Sam Flaming ('15) home from the CIF
Photo by: Alex Danilowicz ('15)
of the auction basketball game against Mater Dei, Santa Ana.
items at my school’s fundraiser. Knowing flight and the plane is hijacked by al-Qa- a bit dangerous, but, to my knowledge, it’s
I still loved my flight simulator that I had eda, would you feel confident to disarm legal. The video announcements crew has
gotten years earlier, my parents bought it the hijacker and fly the plane to safety?
been busier than ever, and senioritis has hit
At 115 pounds, I think the disarming us pretty hard. But if we do get around to
for me. The rest is history.
Q: How does it feel having the ability part is questionable. Every time I go on a it, we have a really awesome idea put toto fly passengers in a plane, yet still not big jet, however, I do think, “It’d be crazy gether that involves flying. Here’s a hint:
be able to drive people legally in your if something happened to the pilots and we’re going to request a high-speed flyby.
I had to fly.” My landing wouldn't be the
car?
Jack Downey not only loves flying, but
It is always weird for me. It was a really best in the world, but we’d probably live, also loves to share his stories and experiweird feeling when I only had my permit which is all that counts, right?
ences. If you are interested in learning how
Q: So Jack, can we expect to see a to fly or have questions about flying in genand needed a parent in the car to drive, yet
could legally fly an airplane alone. Some- video announcement filmed from the eral, talk to Jack Downey or contact Gibbs
times the legal system just doesn’t make cockpit anytime soon?
Flying Service in San Diego for more inMy main challenge is that flying and be- formation.
sense...
Q: If you’re ever on a commercial ing the cameraman at the same time sounds
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➤ March Madness
Continued from Page 1

And with that, the Championship game,
as well as the Saints bracket champion,
was determined. Not only were UConn and
Kentucky both not selected to participate
in last year's tournament, they were also
not featured in any one of the 314 Saints
entries.
So, before the two teams had tipped off
Monday night, the winner, junior Justin
Magbutay, had already known of his victory over Mr. Linville, who came in just
five points shy of first.
“I'm happy to be second place, and I'm
happy to contribute to the orphanage,” said

UConn beat Kentucky, 60-54
Photo by: Jamie Squire/Getty Images

Artists who will not be at Coachella: the Homecoming DJ, Prom DJ, Junior Boat Dance DJ, and MORP DJ

By: Ian Harkness ('15) and Alex Danilowicz ('15)

Mr. Linville, who also runs a fundraiser
for students in his math classes. “What
I'm not happy about is the championship
matchup.”
“I was one of only five people in the
whole school who had the University of
Connecticut in the Final Four,” said Justin.
“Fortunately, I was able to take advantage of the extra 10 points it gave me.”
The Championship game, held in Dallas, was a thrilling contest between two
evenly matched teams. The Kentucky
Wildcats, led by a freshman starting five,
lacked the experience needed to overcome
senior Shabazz Napier's UConn Huskies.
The final score, a 60-54 victory for
the Huskies, reflected the unpredictability
that flavored the entire 2014 NCAA Tournament and enthralled Saintsmen. The
thrilling finale was an appropriate end to
a tournament that entertained, shocked,
disappointed and kept collegiate basketball
fans wanting more.

Rising Senior Eight Take Executive Helm
➤ New ASB

Continued from Page 1
ter known for his impressions of “Barack
Obama,” “Christopher Walkin,” and “Owen
Wilson.” Riel has been class president for
the last three years and will be bringing the
experience of putting on several headliner
events, such as Homecoming and the Turkey Trot, with him in the fall.
“I am anticipating a great year,” said
ASB Moderator Michael Inzunza.
Candidates, for their part, engaged in
the regular promise of listening to your
ideas even though many students had no
choice but to elect them. Even so, Saintsmen rushed to the ASB room at lunch to exercise their civic responsibility, generating
the highest voter turnout in years.
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New Vending Machine
Choices Give Lunch a
Whole New Meaning
By Ian Harkness ('15)
EDITOR

For most educational institutions, there is an event, or a few events,
which forever define the school. For Little
Rock Central High School it was the day
they allowed nine African-American stuContact us: saintsnewspaper@gmail.com
dents to attend. For the University of Zurich, it was the day they graduated Albert
The views expressed do not necessarily reflect those of St. Augustine High School. Einstein. For the Academy of Our Lady
Please send a letter to the editor to saintsnewspaper@gmail.com if you have any of Peace, it was the filming of the movie
comments. All letters will be considered for publication.
Bring it On. And for St. Augustine High
School, it was last
Thursday.
On what would’ve
been a typical block
day, the student body
was shocked to discover the installation of
not one, but two brand
new Dasani vending
machines. These state
of the art hydration
fulfillment stations offer Saintsmen a variety of thirst quenching
choices including water (both regular and
vitamin), Powerade,
and iced tea. St. Augustine High School
will never be the same.
News of the machines spread quickly
around the school
thanks to the quick
tweeting of junior CorPhoto by: Michael Patacsil ('15)
New Powerade and iced tea options excite students.

Sebastian Torres
Comic Art

Michael McRoskey
Editor
Michael Patacsil: Chief Photographer

win Palacios.
“If you say there’s anything more exciting than the new vending machines,
you’re probably lying straight to my
face,” said Corwin. “Now that Saints got
brand new vending machines I can finally quench my thirst for a girl to walk on
campus!”
But there are those who don’t share
Corwin’s excited tone.
“Aren’t those just regular vending machines?” said vending machine detractor,
and alleged puppy kicker, Kennedy McKernan (‘15). “Seriously, I’m pretty sure
they’re just normal vending machines.”
Whatever the case, the machines are
here, and they are here to stay.
Of course, there is one thing these machines lack—soda. As part of the school's
pledge to offer more healthy choices to
the student body, these machines will not
offer the sugary drinks to which so many
of us are addicted. In fact, as of last year’s
soda purge, in which the drinks were
pulled from all vending machines and the
menu at Ted’s, the only soda to be found
on campus is the twenty-four pack of diet
Dr. Pepper under Mr. Isaak’s desk.
There are currently two installations,
one by Mr. Isaak’s room, and one by the
Strongbox. Together, this duo of vending
machines will bring an end to the rampant
thirst which has plagued the halls of St.
Augustine High School for far too long.

How The Pit Should Work
By Justin Toscano ('14)
SPORTS EDITOR

There needs to be a major
cleanup in our student section, The Pit.
There seems to be discrepancy as to the
rules and standards that are required for
a Saintsman to thrive in The Pit and the
confusion is damaging our overall effectiveness as a student section. In order to
improve, every member needs to make a
concerted effort to listen to Pit leaders and
follow the rules so The Pit can get back to
reaching its full potential as not only the
best student section in San Diego, but the
best in California.
There seems to be confusion as to the
seating order of The Pit. The order, according to The Pit’s official rules, goes by
grade level, with seniors in the front and
freshmen in the back. Under no circumstance should anyone of a lower grade
level be in front of a student of a higher
grade level.
There are always themes for The Pit,
some better than others, but all contribute
to the creativity of The Pit. Allowing students who aren’t in accordance with the
theme to sit in the front row dampens The
Pit’s craziness and uniformity. We are
widely considered the best student sec- Let's bring The Pit back to its roots.
tion in San Diego for a reason: We possess a rowdiness and togetherness that no oth- ers should introduce the freshmen to the staner student section in the county can replicate. dard chants, rules, and regulations of The Pit.
Another hindrance which kept The Pit These meetings should also be used to plan
from reaching its full potential this year was chants, themes, and shenanigans for the upthe lack of chant synchronization. Our chants coming games during each sports season.
are some of the most creative in the county As a result of these meetings, Pit members
and range from supporting our players after will chant in sync, making the roar of 100
good plays to heckling the opponent for its Saintsmen resonate much more in a packed
mishaps. One possible solution for this prob- stadium.
lem is having two or three meetings during
The Pit had a successful year, aiding
each major sports season in which The Pit Saints athletics to a sweep of Cathedral, an
participates. During these meetings, Pit lead- appearance in the CIF championship, and a

Photo by: Michael Patacsil ('15)
CIF championship. However, there needs to
be a greater emphasis on the core rules and
standards that are required for The Pit to
reach its full potential. Seniors should be sitting in front of every student and should all
be helping lead the chants to set an example
for the rest of the student section. More specifically, seniors with costumes should be the
only students sitting in the front row of The
Pit because it exemplifies our reputation of
being rowdy and sporting creative themes.
Lastly, the communication for The Pit needs

to be improved. We cannot have members
who are not prepared for the chants, themes,
and materials that will be used at the upcoming games.
We have an article and a video covering
us in the Union Tribune San Diego, student
sections from other schools often try to match
us, and teams know who we are. In order to
bolster The Pit’s reputation and to reach its
full potential, we must put an emphasis on
rules, try to be more uniform, and communicate better as a student section.
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Chaplain's Corner
By Fr. Bob Gavotto, O.S.A.
COLUMNIST
“We are Easter people, and Alleluia
is our song!” - St. Augustine
It’s time to remind you of the following important liturgical dates coming up. I encourage
you to participate in theses celebrations in your
parish. Enjoy!
April 13: This coming Sunday is Palm
Sunday of the Passion of the Lord. The
Church recalls the entrance of Christ the Lord
into Jerusalem to accomplish his Paschal mystery. The gospel of the passion of the Lord is
proclaimed.
April 16: We will have various outdoor
stations of the Stations of the Cross during
your religion periods. This Wednesday of Holy
Week ends the 40 days of Lent.
April 17-19: The Sacred Triduum: The
three days are (1) from the Holy Thursday evening (the celebration of the Lord’s supper) to
Good Friday evening; (2) from Good Friday
evening to Holy Saturday evening (the Easter
Vigil); and (3) from the Vigil to Easter Sunday
evening. This is a three-day celebration of the
passion, death and resurrection of Jesus Christ,
the central mystery of our faith. If you mark
down nothing else, mark down your participation in the Sacred Triduum. Say “YES”
to participating in the Triduum in your parish.
April 20 - Easter Sunday – Alleluia!
April 20 to June 8 – We take 50 days (longer than for Lent!) for a continuous celebration
of Easter, the Easter season, a season of joy.
Listen to St. Augustine: “These days after the
Lord’s resurrection form a period, not of labor,
but of peace and joy. That is why there is no
fasting and we pray standing, which is a sign
of resurrection. This practice is observed at the
altar on all Sundays, and the Alleluia is sung, to
indicate that our future occupation is to be none
other than the praise of God.” (Letters)
June 8 – Pentecost Sunday, the end of the
Easter season.
Have happy and prayer-filled celebrations!
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A Century of Celebration

Fr. Bob Gavotto and Fr. John Keller Celebrate 50 Years of Ordination

Photo by: Michael Patacsil ('15)

Fr. John Keller, center, and Fr. Bob Gavotto share a smile with Principal Horne.
By Matt Danaher ('16)
STAFF WRITER
Friday, March 14th was a jubilant
day at Saints: our beloved school chaplain,
Fr. Bob Gavotto, and former Saints President
Fr. John Keller celebrated the 50th anniversary of their priestly ordination. The entire
Saints community marked this special event
with the celebration of Mass in the gym. The
two fathers’ beloved family and friends were
also in attendance.
The homily was delivered by both Fr.
Bob and Fr. John, where they reflected on the
past fifty years.

Indeed, Fr. Bob and Fr. John go way
back together. Both graduated from Saints in
1955, both went on to study in Rome, and
both eventually wound up right back where
they started: 3266 Nutmeg Street. (And
might I add, they both were writers for this
fine publication, The Augustinian; Fr. John
was even editor-in-chief!)
Fr. Bob felt particularly honored to have
been at Rome when the soon-to-be canonized Pope John XXIII called the Second
Vatican Council.
“I was there when he called for the Vatican Council and was there when he died,”

said Fr. Bob.
While they were in Rome, they stayed in
the Augustinian mother house, the College
of Santa Monica, just a stone’s throw away
from the Vatican. They were there together
for four years, after which Fr. John went
back to the United States to teach at Saints;
soon after he obtained his Master’s in English from the University of San Francisco. Fr.
Bob remained in Rome for another four years
where he earned his doctorate in canon law.
For all those who are interested in the
SEE

Hundred Holy Years, pg. 8
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Brother Barney
Returns to Saints

Fr. Kirk Turns Cheese into Gold

Friday Grilled Cheese Sales Raise More Than $1,600 for Orphanage

By Michael McRoskey ('14)
EDITOR
There’s an Augustinian on campus with the English accent. His name is
Johns. Barnaby Johns. But for those seniors
who remember him as freshmen, he is simply
Brother Barney.
Brother Barney spent one year with us at
Saints three years ago, where he helped out
with the music ministry, retreats, and subbing.
He was sorely missed.
“I nearly jumped out of my socks when
Mr. Hecht gave me the news,” said Mr.
Bachynsky. “Most students don’t know him
yet, but boy, next year they’ll be in for a treat.”
Brother Barney missed us too. His Augustinian community in England does not have an
education ministry, and he wanted to return to
it, specifically to us here at Saints. In fact, he’s
already formally joined the Augustinian Province of the West.
“It seem that the Saints experience just
sunk into his bones and stayed with him while
he was away,” said Fr. Kirk.
“In many ways, it’s like I never left,”
Brother Barney said.
The school administration is still determining exactly what his role will be at Saints.
Perhaps he will teach religion (he just earned
his Master’s degree in Sacred Scripture from
the University of St. Andrews in Scotland),
help out again with the music ministry, or
serve as a substitute teacher. As for now, he’s
already jumped right in, and is currently serving as an adult leader on the Kairos retreat.
His musical talent is well-remembered.
“His mad saxophone skills inspired me to
think about trying to learn to play an instrument someday,” said Braulio Castillo (‘14).
Whatever his role, students who remember him are happy to see him back. Wherever
Brother Barney will be, smiles are sure to
abound.
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By Charles Rayner ('14)
STAFF WRITER
Lent may be a time of great sacrifice, but it isn’t without its perks. The lighter
side of the Lenten season is best exemplified
by Fr. Kirk’s grilled cheese sale.
Every Friday at approximately 10 A.M.,
the succulent aroma of Kirk Davis’s grilled
gold departs from its sizzling source, overtaking the monastery and wafting through
Vasey’s aged hallways. A line of ravenous
Saintsmen extends into the courtyard even before Mr. Inzunza has a chance to announce the
sale; it seems as though every student is anxious to fork over five hard-earned dollars and
get his hands on a sandwich and a cup of soup.
These grilled delights are much more of
a commodity than anyone ever anticipated,
begging the question: What’s the appeal?
Saints junior and frequent grilled cheese customer Andrew Stoddard ('15) provided some
valuable insight about what makes the sandwiches so irresistible.
“Smooth, rich, and appealing to the senses. It doesn’t hurt that all proceeds go to the
orphanage, either. Usually charity sales are
expensive, but at five bucks for as much food
as we get and for a good cause no less, it’s a
no-brainer,” said Stoddard.
Fr. Kirk is thankful to Saintsmen who support the fundraiser.
“I started this little project my first year at
Saints. The monastery was great and donated
all of the ingredients. I think it’s a great way
to provide students with meat-free meals on
Lenten Fridays,” he said.
Whether your motivation for taking part
in this tasty tradition is rooted in a chance to
exercise your own spiritual obedience by abstaining from meat on Fridays or a mere love
of delicious and affordable cuisine, stop by the
monastery tomorrow for one last chance to be
a part of the grilled cheese hysteria.

Life at Saints

Chef Kirk hoists his grilled masterpieces.

Photo by: Aaron Balin ('14)

By Sebastian Torres ('15)

Spring break...

So pumped
for spring
break!

➤ The Night Rider

Continued from Page 2
Q: Do you think it’s likely they’ll retire
your jersey number, or at least potentially
display those shorts in the Hall of Fame?
Your team made an incredible comeback…
that must’ve been all thanks to you.
I think because of my astounding offensive performance in the game Saints should at
the very least honor the shorts in some way. I
never doubted that my team would come back
to win it all.
Q: What’d you think of the nickname—
the Night Rider—when you first heard it?
The first time I heard “Night Rider” I had
no clue who Patrick was referring to because I
was too busy draining threes. But then I heard
“Night Rider got stuffed by the backboard...”
and I knew it was me. It’s a clever name.
Q: It’s my understanding that nighttime-bicyclists are extremely popular with
safety-conscious OLP girls. Has this sudden fame enhanced your love life?

I was already pretty popular among the
OLP girls. But now I get around 5 different
girls texting me every night so I guess you
could say my love life has been enhanced in
a very positive way.
Q: How have you expressed your gratitude to Pat Hagan for catapulting you into
this new status?
I have not thanked Pat for the nickname,
but I will surely thank him for it the next time
I see him.

➤ NCAA Saints

Continued from Page 2
the most important thing is to put your name
out there and that you really want to feel wanted by the school that is recruiting you,” said
Calderon.
With all of the hard work and dedication
that these seniors have put into their respective sports as well as to their studies, they are
certainly destined for future success.

➤ Coach Roberts

Continued from Page 3
erts will never forget his tenure at St. Augustine, noting that the school is unlike any place
he’s ever been.
“The people make this place special,” he
said. “The students, faculty, and staff make
Saints a great institution and I have been fortunate enough to have been a part of this community.”
Roberts plans to tailor his offensive and
defensive schemes to fit the talent at El Camino, noting that the team already possesses a
good amount of talent and experience.
“My goal is to maximize the talent on our
team,” said Roberts, who was the Offensive
Coordinator for Saints varsity football.”
His journey at Saints is coming to an end,
but Coach Roberts is excited and prepared to
make an impact at El Camino.
“I’m very excited for the journey that lies
ahead and I’m ready to devote myself to improving at everything I do each day,” he said.

On behalf of the St. Augustine community,
we at The Augustinian would like to thank
Mr. John Roberts for his service as a teacher,
coach, motivator, and friend at Saints and wish
him the best of luck in his future endeavors.

➤ Hundred Holy Years

Continued from Page 7
priesthood for their future, both Fr. Bob and
Fr. Keller offered some insightful advice.
“Be in touch with who you are, be in
touch with the Lord, and be in touch with
your options,” said Fr. Bob.
Fr. Keller simply said, “Don’t make
plans.”
Their family and friends who were in attendance at Mass were struck by the respect
and reverence shown by Saintsmen. They
walked away from it with the realization that
at St. Augustine High School, the expression
“family and friends” extends to the entire
Saints community.

